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Tightrope walking: a cooperative action game
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In our first, action-based game participants saw on a
projection screen a picture of a man holding a pole,
balanced on rope (Figure 1). Each participant held a handset
and pressed one of two buttons. A laptop computer collected
the responses and controlled the movements of the tightrope
walker. Each time one of the participants pressed a button, it
sent a small nudge to the tightrope walker, sending him left
or right. A game ended when the tightrope walker fell.
Analysing the time he stayed aloft and tracking individual
responses, we found that on successful games participants
were able to anticipate and compensate for the behaviour of
the group. This conclusion was supported by agent based
simulations. In later conditions we instructed the
participants to vocalise their button presses as they made
them. The evidence is that they made use of this
information, and were better able to predict and compensate
for each others’ actions.
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We present results from a new paradigm: mass participation
games. In our experiments, hundreds of people can play a
computer game simultaneously using audience response
handsets. We can collect responses from a lecture hall full of
people with the precision of a laboratory cubicle. We have
studied two games: continuous, action games where
participants cooperate to achieve a goal; and decisionmaking paradigms in which participants make repeated
choices to maximise their own or the group’s rewards. We
address a range of theoretical questions with experimental
manipulations and computer modelling. Do participants
play as if they were alone, or as a group? If so, do they
represent the group as a single entity, or a collection of other
agents? What are the dynamics of these behaviours, with
learning across many trials? Lastly, what does it feel like to
act in concert, or in competition, with a room full of people?
There is wisdom in a crowd. The averaged response of a
crowd usually betters any of the individual guesses, whether
they are guessing the weight of a cow (Galton, 1907),
predicting the stock market or making bets about
geopolitical events (Surowiecki, 2004). But is the
superiority of crowds restricted to single, static decisions?
There may be wisdom in a crowd but what happens when
they have to act together? What happens when they have to
make decisions - pervasive in society - that trade off their
own interests with those of the group? For these actions and
decisions to be made, how do they learn to predict the
behaviour of the group? We addressed these questions by
developing mass participation games, in which participants
cooperate or compete, maximising their own rewards or
those of the group 1.
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Figure 1. The tightrope walker game, the participants and
the correlation between performance and anticipations

If this paper is presented as a talk at the Cognitive Science conference, then the audience will of course be invited to play these games
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We continue to collect data with these paradigms to answer
a range of questions. Does the size of the group influence
the group dynamics? How are participants learning about
each others’ behaviour and shaping their actions? We are
answering these question by manipulating the information
participants have about each other, and by developing
computer models of the process. Lastly, we are interested in
the social phenomenology of group dynamics. What social
forces might shape group cohesion? How does it feel to be
part of a successful, coordinated group? Anecdotal evidence
suggest that there are complex issues at play. During one
zombie game, a small group stood up and shouted,
‘Everyone fight! Stand up if you are fighting!’. But later, in
debriefing, members of the group admitted they were all
choosing to hide and maximise their individual rewards.
Clearly, though the games themselves are simple, more
research is required to understand the choices made when
they are played in the context of mass participation.
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Our second mass participation game studied decisionmaking in a public goods game. A contribution tin in an
office kitchen is a public goods game. If everyone
contributes money each week, it will pay for everyone’s
coffee. But a single person could chose not to contribute:
they would get free coffee. If everyone followed this
strategy, then the whole system would collapse and there
would be no coffee. The trade-off between private and
public gain is at the heart of public goods games. They are a
standard tool in economic theories, used as a model for a
huge range of activity from traffic patterns to tax returns.
Most empirical studies of public goods games use a small
number of participants or have a small number of trials. We
believe these miss the essential character of decisions made
outside of the laboratory. People make these choices
continuously throughout their lives, within the context of a
social interaction. To understand how they learn to
anticipate the actions of others, to see how social forces
sway the choice to be selfish or cooperative, we argue it is
vital to study the behaviour of a large group of people,
present in a room together, playing repeated trials over time.
In our Zombie attack game, participants made a binary
choice on each trial (Figure 2). They pressed one button to
hide from the zombies, and another to fight. Rewards for the
individual and the group decreased as more people chose to
hide, but increased as more people chose to fight. Feedback
on groups’ decisions and rewards were shown. In one
condition, they were told how many people had changed
their choice from the previous game. Over the course of 25
games, we found that the switching feedback influenced
strategies: without it, more people chose to fight. Though
fighters always score less than hiders individually, group
scores increased across the no feedback group. This was
because the higher number of fighters increased the scores
of those who chose to hide too. This pattern of results shows
that participants are not just making a rational decision
about the relative rewards, but also making a social decision
that is shaped by the perceived actions of others.
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Zombie attack: A public goods game
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Figure 2. The zombie feedback screen, participants
playing the game, and the relationship between feedback on
switching behaviour and group decisions.
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